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Format

• Presentation
• Small Group Work
• Sharing your Knowledge
• Questions - throughout

• Parking Lot
• Discussion - throughout

• Parking Lot



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ground rulesWe are all professional outdoor educators and have all dealt with emergency and traumatic situations. For the purpose of this workshop, we are going to dive into the accident space to better understand and be able to respond to serious incidents.
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Presentation Notes
Ground rulesWe are all professional outdoor educators and have all dealt with emergency and traumatic situations. For the purpose of this workshop, we are going to dive into the accident space to better understand and be able to respond to serious incidents.



Learning 
Objectives

• Understand the Systems Thinking Approach to 
risk management

• Learn how the Safety-I framework and Safety-II 
framework are complementary parts of an overall 
risk management plan

Risk Management Information 
System (RMIS) 

• Learn how to assess your program by building 
AcciMaps and PreventiMaps



Concepts

Systems 
Thinking

Safety-I Safety-II

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Systems Thinking can be seen as an OVERARCHING MODEL with Safety-I and Safety-II as FRAMEWORKS underneath the modelTranslating Safety-II Theory into Practice08/04/2021https://www.jointcommission.org/resources/news-and-multimedia/blogs/improvement-insights/2021/08/translating-safety-ii-theory-into-practice/



Terminology

• Safety Science - concerned with finding and 
understanding the causes of adverse incidents and 
accidents and discovering ways to prevent them 

• Domains/Subdomains – the industry/work setting 
where you operate (health care, aviation, outdoors 
– therapeutic adventure vs college outdoor 
program)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Safety science is concerned with finding and understanding the causes of adverse incidents and accidents and discovering ways to prevent them The word ergonomics — “the science of work” is derived from the Greek ergon (work) and nomos (laws). Ergonomics (or human factors) is the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, principles, data, and methods to design in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance. The terms ergonomics and human factors are often used interchangeably or as a unit (e.g., human factors and ergonomics – HFE or EHF), a practice that is adopted by the IEA.- International Ergonomics Association - https://iea.cc/what-is-ergonomics/ 



Terminology

•Taxonomy – the practice of 
classification of things or concepts. 
Related to the Domain.



Terminology

•Incident/Event – Something that 
occurred
•Accident –  an event with some adverse 
outcome

•Close Call – an event with the possibility of 
an adverse outcome but none occurred



Concepts

Systems 
Thinking

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Systems Thinking can be seen as an OVERARCHING MODEL with Safety-I and Safety-II as FRAMEWORKS underneath the modelA socio-technical system is a network of interconnected elements comprising groups of people and technology that functions as one simple or complex system designed to achieve specific goals.Translating Safety-II Theory into Practice08/04/2021https://www.jointcommission.org/resources/news-and-multimedia/blogs/improvement-insights/2021/08/translating-safety-ii-theory-into-practice/



Traditional Accident 
Analysis focuses here

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now we will return to contributing and mitigating factors. The Systems Thinking model comes from a paper written by Jens Rasmussen in the journal Safety Science in 1997. Rasmussen’s approach was presented as an approach for analyzing Accidents after the fact and determining what caused the accident. His model fell under the Safety One framework and since then it has been expanded to also include the safety 2 framework.Rasmussen said that accidents are caused by a series of failures at different levels across a complex sociotechnical system. Each level of the system helps to define a Taxonomy. Within each level there are Actors/Contributing Factors (human or non-human) that potentially contribute to/influence risk levels. He set up his model as a hierarchical system. EXAMPLE – Challenge Course industry: Let’s go back 40 years. Let’s say someone was not clipped in properly and fell. The typical analysis would have focused on some decisions/actions of the instructor, the participant, perhaps equipment issues, communication—things mostly focused around the Workplace and Staff.What was the training provided to new staff? – MANAGEMENT LEVELWhat is the organization culture? – COMPANY LEVELWhat if someone noticed a safety issue, was there a structure for reporting? – COMPANY LEVELNow we have ACCT, OSHA & work at height regulations – REGULATOR LEVELIn some states there are laws governing the operations of Challenge Courses and Ziplines – GOVERNMENT LEVELGovernment entities create laws.Those laws are implemented by regulators and associations.Those come down to the company or university level.Those are then propagated to company policy to management.Those are then implemented as plans by staff and then actually happen at the at the work level.Rasmussen developed was the idea of an AcciMap. It is a map of the different factors within the sociocultural system that led to the negative outcome. First you identify the adverse outcome. Then analyze what were the contributing factors, at each level in the system, that caused, either directly or indirectly, the adverse outcome.Another key thing that Rasmussen said is that incidents are caused not only by the contributing factors but also by the relationship between those factors. You cannot simply look at each factor in isolation and attempt to deal with that factor. You also need to understand the relationships between them. For example, B would not have happened if A also had not been there. Perhaps the place to focus our energies is on removing/resolving A or breaking the relationship between A and B.



Root Cause Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.upkeep.com/learning/root-cause-analysis/



• Socio-technical System – a system where 
social aspects (like communication, decision-
making, and organizational structures) interact 
and intertwine with technical aspects (such as 
tools, technologies, and processes). These 
aspects do not exist in isolation but influence 
each other in complex ways.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now we will return to contributing and mitigating factors. The Systems Thinking model comes from a paper written by Jens Rasmussen in the journal Safety Science in 1997. Rasmussen’s approach was presented as an approach for analyzing Accidents after the fact and determining what caused the accident. His model fell under the Safety 1 framework and since then it has been expanded to also include the Safety 2 framework.Rasmussen said that accidents are caused by a series of failures at different levels across a complex sociotechnical system. Each level of the system helps to define a Taxonomy. Within each level there are Actors/Contributing Factors (human or non-human) that potentially contribute to/influence risk levels. He set up his model as a hierarchical system. EXAMPLE – Challenge Course industry: Let’s go back 40 years. Let’s say someone was not clipped in properly and fell. The typical analysis would have focused on some decisions/actions of the instructor, the participant, perhaps equipment issues, communication—things mostly focused around the Workplace and Staff.LOOKED AT THROUGH SYSTEMS THINKING MODEL:In some states there are laws governing the operations of Challenge Courses and Ziplines – GOVERNMENT LEVELWe have ACCT, OSHA & work at height regulations – REGULATOR LEVELWhat is the organization culture? – COMPANY LEVELWhat if someone noticed a safety issue, was there a structure for reporting? – COMPANY LEVELWhat was the training provided to new staff? – MANAGEMENT LEVELGovernment entities create laws.Those laws are implemented by regulators and associations.Those come down to the company or university level.Those are then propagated to company policy to management.Those are then implemented as plans by staff and then actually happen at the at the work level.Rasmussen developed was the idea of an AcciMap. It is a map of the different factors within the sociocultural system that led to the negative outcome. First you identify the adverse outcome. Then analyze what were the contributing factors, at each level in the system, that caused, either directly or indirectly, the adverse outcome.Another key thing that Rasmussen said is that incidents are caused not only by the contributing factors but also by the relationship between those factors. You cannot simply look at each factor in isolation and attempt to deal with that factor. You also need to understand the relationships between them. For example, B would not have happened if A also had not been there. Perhaps the place to focus our energies is on removing/resolving A or breaking the relationship between A and B.Rasmussen's Risk Management Framework makes a series of predictions[1] in relation to performance and safety in complex socio-technical systems: �Safety is an emergent property of a complex socio-technical system. They are impacted by the decisions of all of the actors – politicians, managers, safety officers and work planners – not just the front-line workers alone. Threats to safety are usually caused by multiple contributing factors, not just a single catastrophic decision or action. Threats to safety usually result from a lack of vertical integration (i.e. mismatches) across levels of a complex socio-technical system, not just from deficiencies at any one level alone.The lack of vertical integration is caused, in part, by a lack of feedback across levels of a complex socio-technical system. Actors at each level cannot see how their decisions interact with those made by actors at other levels, so the threats to safety are far from obvious before an incident. Work practices in a complex socio-technical system are not static. They will migrate over time under the influence of a cost gradient driven (see Drift to Failure below) by financial pressures in an aggressive competitive environment and under the influence of an effort gradient driven by the psychological pressure to follow the path of least resistance. The migration of work practices can occur at multiple levels of a complex socio-technical system, not just one level alone. Migration of work practices causes the system’s defenses to degrade and erode gradually over time. Accidents are induced by a combination of this systematically induced migration in work practices and a triggering event, not by an unusual action or an entirely new, one-time threat to safety. �



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fromhttps://www.leancompliance.ca/post/rasmussen-s-risk-management-framework



Systems 
Thinking

• Near misses and adverse events are caused by 
multiple, interacting, contributing factors, not just 
a single bad decision or action.

• Behavior and safety is impacted by the decisions 
and actions of everyone in the system, not just 
individuals.

• Effective countermeasures focus on systemic 
changes rather than on individuals.

UPLOADS Project, https://uploadsproject.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
UPLOADS Project, https://uploadsproject.orgUnderstand IncidentsIdentify and address multiple, interacting contributing factorsNo one is to blame for incidentsIncidents are the result of the system’s designhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBMFqIgtxsI



https://rpt.sfsu.edu/nina-scholarship

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nina passing - March 29, 2022https://ninaroberts-sfsu.com/publications/Her optimism was reflected in the speech she gave to her classmates. "Life is like looking at a doughnut," she said. "Some see the hole, some see the doughnut." https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/name/nina-roberts-obituary?id=34247152Dr. Nina Roberts Memorial Scholarship fund at https://give.sfsu.edu/robertsRoberts, Nina .S. & Gray, Sky. (1997 – Same Year as Rasmussen). The impact of diversity issues on risk management. In J. Gookin (Ed.), Wilderness Risk Managers Conference Proceedings, October 12-14. Snowbird, UT.Culture, competency and risk:  The mystery and crossroads continues  Sky Gray, M.S., CTRS Nina S. Roberts, Ph.DWilderness Risk Managers Conference Proceedings, 2004Other work by Stuart Slay - How Cultural Perceptions Influence Risk: A New Method for Identifying Cultural Riskhttps://www.proquest.com/openview/39adb8ebf9bb04d0133b72b17856d9b1/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=44156



Concepts

Systems 
Thinking

Safety-I

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Systems Thinking can be seen as an OVERARCHING MODEL with Safety-I and Safety-II as FRAMEWORKS underneath the modelTranslating Safety-II Theory into Practice08/04/2021https://www.jointcommission.org/resources/news-and-multimedia/blogs/improvement-insights/2021/08/translating-safety-ii-theory-into-practice/



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Safety = fewest negative consequencesGraphics idea from https://safetysynthesis.com/safetysynthesis-facets/safety-i-and-safety-ii/NutshellHollnagel, E., Wears, R., Braithwaite, J. - From Safety-I to Safety-II (A White Paper)Most people think of safety as the absence of accidents and incidents (or as an acceptable level of risk).  In this perspective, which we term Safety-I, safety is defined as a state where as few things as possible go wrong. A Safety-I approach presumes that things go wrong because of identifiable failures or malfunctions of specific components:  technology, procedures, the human workers and the organisations in which they are embedded. Humans—acting alone or collectively—are therefore viewed predominantly as a liability or hazard, principally because they are the most variable of these components. The purpose of accident investigation in Safety-I is to identify the causes and contributory factors of adverse outcomes, while risk assessment aims to determine their likelihood. The safety management principle is to respond when something happens or is categorised as an unacceptable risk, usually by trying to eliminate causes or improve barriers, or both.When we think of safety it is usually by reference to its opposite, the absence of safety. The traditional view of safety, called Safety-I, has consequently been defined by the absence of accidents and incidents, or as the ‘freedom from unacceptable risk.’ As a result, the focus of safety research and safety management has usually been on unsafe system operation rather than on safe operation. In contrast to the traditional view, resilience engineering maintains that ‘things go wrong’ and ‘things go right’ for the same basic reasons. This corresponds to a view of safety, called Safety-II, which defines safety as the ability to succeed under varying conditions. The understanding of everyday functioning is therefore a necessary prerequisite for the understanding of the safety performance of an organisation. https://erikhollnagel.com/ideas/safety-i%20and%20safety-ii.html



Safety-I

Safety-I
Definition of Safety As few things as possible go wrong

Safety Management Principle Reactive, respond when something happens or is 
categorized as unacceptable risk

View of Human Factors Humans are predominantly seen as a liability or hazard. 
They are a problem to be fixed.

Accident Investigation Accidents are cause by failures and malfunctions. The 
purpose of an investigation is to identify the causes.



Risk Assessment & Safety Management (RASM)
Contributing Factors

Risk Level

Contributing Factors

High Low

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can examine this through the Risk Assessment & Safety Management Model that I created 20 years ago. If we look on the left side, we see that there are a series of contributing factors that fall into three buckets.Each of those buckets Is a kind of a causal taxonomy, and within that we can have a variety of different things happening.One example of a taxonomy that we could use would be to say that there are contributing factors in the environment, equipment related contributing factors, and there are human contributing factors.And the more of those Contributing factors that we have on the left side pulls the risk level to the left like a magnet so risk level increases.The more factors there are the higher the risk level. Having a higher risk level does not mean you are necessarily going to have an adverse outcome. You might just have a close call.But the greater the number of contributing factors, the greater the potential and the higher risk level you are operating in.The other thing that is important to recognize is that each of these factors are things that we may be able to address and respond to.Safety 1 has been the paradigm that most of us were brought up in from a risk management standpoint and as a result what we have tended to do is, when something goes wrong, go in and do a post incident analysis, identify the causal factors, and then try to remove or eliminate them as best we can. This Safety 1 approach has been around for decades because it is a critical part of any risk management plan.Hollnagel, Wears, and Braithwaite wanted to take this to another level and they introduced a new concept of safety which they termed Safety 2 with the previous concept being defined as Safety 1. A lot of their research was focused on the health care industry, an extraordinarily complex system.



Rasmussen’s AcciMap Approach

Systems 
Thinking

Taxonomy

AcciMap

Define the System Levels for the Domain

Identify the Contributing Factors 
at each level of the System

Build an AcciMap



• Map of a Sociotechnical 
system

Adverse 
Event

System Levels Contributing Factors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Images from Systems-based accident analysis methods: A comparison of AcciMap, HFACS, and STAMPhttps://scinapse.io/papers/1999207031Image: https://asset-pdf.scinapse.io/prod/1999207031/figures/figure-1.jpgRisk management in a dynamic society: a modelling problemJ. RasmussenPublished 1 November 1997Safety ScienceAbstract: In spite of all efforts to design safer systems, we still witness severe, large-scale accidents. A basic question is: Do we actually have adequate models of accident causation in the present dynamic society? The socio-technical system involved in risk management includes several levels ranging from legislators, over managers and work planners, to system operators. This system is presently stressed by a fast pace of technological change, by an increasingly aggressive, competitive environment, and by changing regulatory practices and public pressure. Traditionally, each level of this is studied separately by a particular academic discipline, and modelling is done by generalising across systems and their particular hazard sources. It is argued that risk management must be modelled by cross-disciplinary studies, considering risk management to be a control problem and serving to represent the control structure involving all levels of society for each particular hazard category. Furthermore, it is argued that this requires a system-oriented approach based on functional abstraction rather than structural decomposition. Therefore, task analysis focused on action sequences and occasional deviation in terms of human errors should be replaced by a model of behaviour shaping mechanisms in terms of work system constraints, boundaries of acceptable performance, and subjective criteria guiding adaptation to change. It is found that at present a convergence of research paradigms of human sciences guided by cognitive science concepts supports this approach. A review of this convergence within decision theory and management research is presented in comparison with the evolution of paradigms within safety research.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are all familiar with the Larry Nassar case. I created an AcciMap based on the review of several articles about the case from VOX. Let me start by saying that this is NOT any type of scientific analysis. I do not have access to any of the data so this map ONLY exists to show HOW a map can be created and is NOT an analysis of this incident. This is a VERY complex incident and my map CANNOT cover the history or complexity. I chose this incident solely because may people are familiar with it. If this is something that you were personally involved in or know of others who were, you might find this disturbing in which case you may want to stop watching for the next few minutes.Let us look at SOME of the factors at different taxonomy levels. We can look at the state and federal government level—according to report the FBI had information and there was a 10-month Lag in the investigation.We have organizations in regulatory groups like USA Gymnastics, the US Olympic Committee where things failed.We have things that happened at the university level.We have organizational management.There were failures in reporting systems because some people were aware of allegations long before they reported them to law enforcement.There are so many places where there were failures in the system that led to the abuse of so many athletes.One of the key learnings from something like the Larry Nassar case is that there were numerous system-wide problems. If we are going to prevent this from happening again, we need to look at this from a systems approach.I previously mentioned the idea of scope.Creating an AcciMap is a powerful analytics tool to then look and identify what are the things that are in scope within our organization. Which of these contributing factors can we address? ----------------------------------------Identify the outcome(s) and enter at the bottomIdentify Causal Factors on a sticky noteItems which are Enter the Causal Factors at each Taxonomy Level Identify and Relationships between FactorsHad A not occurred, B would (probably) not have occurredANDB is a direct result of A (no other factor in between, otherwise link A to C and C to B)Check causal logicFormulate Safety RecommendationsWhat is In Scope?What is Out of Scopehttps://www.vox.com/identities/2018/1/19/16897722/sexual-abuse-usa-gymnastics-larry-nassar-explainedhttps://www.vox.com/22585637/gymnastics-tokyo-olympics-2021-abuse-larry-nassarhttps://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/25/sports/olympics-sexual-misconduct-safesport.htmlhttps://www.vox.com/identities/2018/1/25/16928994/larry-nassar-mckayla-maroney-gymnastics-me-too



Taxonomy Examples



From Translating Systems Thinking Into Practice: 
A Guide to Developing Incident Reporting 
Systems - By Natassia Goode, Paul M. Salmon, 
Michael Lenne, Caroline Finch

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From Translating Systems Thinking Into Practice: A Guide to Developing Incident Reporting Systems 



Mangatepopo Tragedy - NZ

6 students and a teacher drown in a canyoning accident in April 2008 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://adventuremagazine.co.nz/tenth-anniversary-of-the-mangatepopo-tragedy-lessons-learned/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwG6edcZJuw – Focuses on family tragedySchool Canyoning Tragedy | Students Swept Away - This video is a news report by NZ Herald that covers the tragic incident that took place on April 15, 2008, when six students and a teacher lost their lives in a canyoning accident on the Mangatepopo River while completing an outdoor course. The video is available on YouTube and has a runtime of 5 minutes and 39 seconds.In A Flash - This is an emotional drama that tells the true story of the six Elim College students and their teacher who tragically lost their lives in a flash flood at Mangatepopo Gorge in April of 2008. The movie is available on Screentime New Zealand and has a runtime of 1 hour and 30 minutes.Watch In A Flash - This is another source to watch the movie “In A Flash”. It is available on TVNZ+.



Case Study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
12-15 minutes



Building  an AcciMap

Domain

Identify the levels 
of your Socio-
technical System 
based on your 
Domain

Taxonomy

Determine the 
Taxonomy of 
Contributing 
Factors at each 
level of the System

Factors

Identify 
Contributing 
Factors in the 
Incident

Relationships

Identify any 
Relationships 
between 
Contributing 
Factors. 

Look for Emergent 
Risks 

Analysis

Formulate 
Recommendations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Create a blank AcciMap with the Taxonomy headings on the left sidebar in hierarchical orderIdentify the outcome(s) and enter at the bottomIdentify Causal Factors  and enter the Causal Factors at each Taxonomy Level Identify any Relationships between Factors	Had A not occurred, B would (probably) not have occurredAND	B is a direct result of A (no other factor in between, otherwise link A to C and C to B)	Emergent Risks are new risks created when different risks interact with each otherFormulate Safety Recommendations	What is In Scope?	What is Out of Scope



Building 
an 

AcciMap

1. Create a blank AcciMap with the System Level 
headings on the left sidebar in hierarchical 
order

2. Identify the outcome(s) and enter at the 
bottom

3. Enter the Contributing Factors at each System 
Level 

4. Identify if there are any Relationships between 
Contributing Factors
• Had A not occurred, B would (probably) not have 

occurred
• AND

• B is a direct result of A (no other factor in between, 
otherwise link A to C and C to B)

5. Formulate Safety Recommendations
• What is In Scope?
• What is Out of Scope

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here's a step-by-step process for building an Accimap of an actual accident:Gather Information:Begin with collecting all relevant data about the accident. This might include accident investigation reports, eyewitness testimonies, logs, maintenance records, procedural documentation, and any other pertinent information.Interviews and focus group discussions can also be helpful.Identify the Immediate Events:Map out the events that directly led to the accident. This usually involves identifying human actions, equipment failures, or environmental conditions that were proximate causes.Analyze Local Conditions:Identify conditions at the "sharp end" (i.e., where the work is done) that may have influenced the immediate events. This could include things like training deficiencies, faulty equipment, time pressures, or individual worker's physical state (e.g., fatigue).Map Technical and Organizational Processes:Look at the procedures, maintenance systems, operational protocols, and technical systems that were in place. Identify how they might have influenced the accident either directly or by setting the stage for local conditions.Investigate Organizational Structures:Examine the organizational hierarchies, roles, responsibilities, and decision-making processes. Look for structural deficiencies or communication breakdowns that may have contributed to the accident.Assess External Context:Consider external factors that might have influenced the organization's structures and processes. This could include regulatory frameworks, market pressures, societal values, or technological advancements.Build the Accimap:Start with the immediate events at the bottom of the map.Layer above this the local conditions, then technical and organizational processes, organizational structures, and finally the external context at the top.Connect related factors across levels with lines, indicating relationships and influence pathways. This helps to show how higher-level decisions and contexts can trickle down and impact frontline operations.Review and Refine:Cross-check the developed Accimap with all available data to ensure nothing has been overlooked.Seek feedback from multiple stakeholders, including those involved in the accident, to validate and refine the map. This ensures that different perspectives are considered and that the map accurately represents the complexity of factors that contributed to the accident.Use the Accimap for Intervention:Once the Accimap is complete, use it to identify potential interventions at multiple levels to prevent similar accidents in the future. The hierarchical nature of the Accimap helps stakeholders see where systemic vulnerabilities exist and where changes can be most effective.Document and Share:Record the findings, the Accimap, and recommended interventions. Share these with relevant stakeholders, both to inform and to foster a culture of learning and safety.



Analyze in 
small groups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
20 minutes 



Report your findings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10 minutes



Government
Government 

Policy & 
Budgeting

Lack of Legislation for 
outdoor centers

Regulations & 
Associations

Regulatory 
Bodies & 

Associations
Lack of Industry 

Regulator/Licensor

Company
Company 
Culture & 

Management

Inadequate 
consent 

form

Inadequate 
employee training 

mentoring

Supervision & 
Management

Technical & 
Operational 

Management

Instructor believed 
they were 

competent to lead 
trip

Participants & 
Staff

Physical 
Process & 

Activity

Unconfident 
swimmers in 

group

Work/Activity Equipment & 
Environment

Adverse 
Event

Mangatepopo River Accident, NZ from Salmon et al

Supervisor did not 
manage staff 
adequately

Students  swimming 
in rapids

Failure to identify 
student’s swimming 

ability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10111-019-00596-x



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Systems-based-accident-analysis-methods%3A-A-of-and-Salmon-Cornelissen/5af0b69d7a5320fcb90825ecc850bbee7f7b8077/figure/3



Scope 
Assessment



Determining 
Scope

• Based on the Taxonomy 
determine what things are:

• In Scope
• Out of Scope



In Scope 
Prioritization

• Risk Mitigation Impact (RMI)
• What will get you the greatest impact 

with the least amount of resources?
• What is the single most important 

factor to address that would have a 
significant impact regardless of 
resources? 

• If it is resource intense, how will you 
make the case for getting those 
resources?

• Who are your stakeholders to help 
you?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What will get you the greatest impact with the least amount of resources?	This is the low-hanging fruit and things which you should be addressing as soon as possibleWhat is the single most important factor to address that would have a significant impact regardless of resources? 	For example, if adding one day of staff training will make a huge difference and if that will cost thousands of dollars, how can you push this forward?If it is resource intense, how will you make the case for getting those resources?Who are your stakeholders to help you?



Boundary to Economic 
Failure

Boundary to 
Unacceptable Workload

Boundary to  
Performance Failure

Error 
Margin

Perceived Boundary to 
Performance Failure

Management pressure 
toward efficiency

Gradient toward
least effort

Counter gradients from
efforts to improve safety

Dynamic Safety Model

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to come back to another model from Jens Rasmussen. The Dynamic Safety Model.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPa9Th9Fwh4http://www.spacesafetymagazine.com/magazine/dynamic-models-enhance-space-safety/attachment/2-cook-and-rasmussens-dynamic-safety-model/https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Dynamic-safety-model-Modified-from-Cook-R-Rasmussen-J-Qual-Saf-Health-Care-200514_fig4_343852566



Concepts
Systems 
Thinking

Safety-II

Mitigating 
Factors Taxonomy



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trying to understand safety by only looking at incidents……is like trying to understand successful marriages by only looking at divorces. - Marit de Vos 2018Yes, you do want to look at what went wrong in a divorce (Safety-I), but not being divorced doesn’t mean you have a ‘positive/safe/XXX’ marriage. It could be just limping by waiting for that one extra thing to push it over the edge. Graphics idea from https://safetysynthesis.com/safetysynthesis-facets/safety-i-and-safety-ii/NutshellIn contrast to the traditional view, resilience engineering maintains that ‘things go wrong’ and ‘things go right’ for the same basic reasons. This corresponds to a view of safety, called Safety-II, which defines safety as the ability to succeed under varying conditions. The understanding of everyday functioning is therefore a necessary prerequisite for the understanding of the safety performance of an organisation. https://erikhollnagel.com/ideas/safety-i%20and%20safety-ii.html



Safety-II

Safety-II
Definition of Safety As many things as possible go right

Safety Management Principle Proactive, continuously try to anticipate developments and 
events

View of Human Factors Humans are seen as a resource necessary for system flexibility 
and resilience. They provide flexible solutions to many problems.

Accident Investigation

Things basically happened in the same way regardless of 
outcome (positive or negative). The purpose of an investigation 
is to understand how things usually go right as a basis for 
explaining how things occasionally go wrong.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://appreciatingpeople.co.uk/moving-on-to-safety-ii-with-lfe/From Safety-I to Safety-II: A White Paperhttps://www.england.nhs.uk/signuptosafety/wp-content/uploads/sites/16/2015/10/safety-1-safety-2-whte-papr.pdf



Safety-I vs Safety-II



Safety-I Data Approach
• Reduce number of adverse events
• Look for failures & malfunctions, try to 

eliminate causes and improve barriers
• Learning only uses a fraction of the data 

available

Safety-II Data Approach
• Ability to succeed under varying conditions
• Use what goes right to understand everyday 

performance to do better and be safer
• Learning uses most of the data available

1 failure in 10,000 events 9,999 non-failures in 10,000 events

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is another sort of slide that illustrates the difference between Safety 2 and safety 2.Safety 1The approach is reducing the number of adverse events, looking for failures and malfunctions.To try to eliminate causes and improve barriers.And in this case, safety and the core business operations are competing for resources.The other piece about safety one is that the data collected is only a fraction of the data available to analyze.What tends to happen is you are looking deeply at the 1 failure in 10,000 events. You are focusing a lot of energy on that one failure. Meanwhile you are ignoring all of the other data.We do have to Address that failure. That is important. AND we also need to proactively define success.Safety 2 really focuses on the ability to succeed under a variety of conditions.We want to use what goes right to understand everyday performance to do better and be safer.In Safety 2, safety and core business operations Help each other.The learning that we get from the data uses the most amount of data that is available.We can look at success and define what it is and know how we are moving in that direction.In that case, we are focusing on the 9,999 non-failures.https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Safety-1-vs-Safety-2-approach-after-Hollnagel-23_fig1_283297519



Risk Assessment & Safety Management (RASM)
Mitigating Factors

Mitigating Factors

Risk Level
High Low

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you want to dive into Safety 2, you can really think of it as what are the mitigating factors that keep the system working most of the time. The greater those mitigating factors, the more likely regular work will produce Normal successful work operations.These Mitigating Factors are the things that in fact keep your risk level down. A long as those things are there, and the more of those that you have, the less your risk level is going to be.



Safety-I vs Safety-II

Safety-I Safety-II
Definition of Safety As few things as possible go wrong As many things as possible go right

Safety Management 
Principle

Reactive, respond when something 
happens or is categorized as 
unacceptable risk

Proactive, continuously try to anticipate 
developments and events

View of Human Factors
Humans are predominantly seen as a 
liability or hazard. They are a 
problem to be fixed.

Humans are seen as a resource necessary for 
system flexibility and resilience. They provide 
flexible solutions to many problems.

Accident Investigation

Accidents are cause by failures and 
malfunctions. The purpose of an 
investigation is to identify the 
causes.

Things basically happened in the same way 
regardless of outcome (positive or negative). The 
purpose of an investigation is to understand how 
things usually go right as a basis for explaining 
how things occasionally go wrong.



Safety-I Safety-II

Safety-I vs Safety-II



or
and

“Look at what goes right as well 
as what goes wrong, and learn 
from what works as well as from 
what fails.” 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are two key paradigms that we want to think about when we think about incident data collection and use safety.It is not either Safety 1 or Safety 2, it is Safety 1 and Safety 2 Of course, when there is an adverse outcome, it is essential to do a robust analysis of why this incident took place and to identify the gaps in the system were that allowed that to happen.However, because there are far more close calls Than actual adverse outcomes, if you only focus on those events that resulted in an adverse outcome You will be missing a whole range of other things. You are just sitting there with a ticking time bomb waiting for something bad to happen so you can go fix it. Using safety two allows you to step in to say, what is it that is our optimal system operation? How many near misses did not result in an adverse outcome because of what we were doing right? How do we make ‘doing it right’ happen more often?How can we create an effective youth safety paradigm within our organization?



RASM – Safety-I & Safety-II

Contributing Factors Mitigating Factors

Risk Level
High Low

Contributing Mitigating

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the full RASM Model that integrates both Safety 1 and Safety 2.The idea is that safety is a dynamic system.We have contributing factors that are pulling that risk level to the left, increasing the risk levelAnd we also have mitigating factors that are pulling it Back to the right, Decreasing the risk level.When you think about your overall risk management plan, you want to think about both.You want to look at what those contributing factors are and reduce or eliminate as many as you can.A Key element to remember is that not all these factors have the same level of impact. If we look at each factor as a magnetic ball some balls could be larger, exerting more ‘pull force’ than others. It is both the number of balls and the ‘power’ of each ball that increases the risk on the left side and decreases the risk on the right side. In the RASM model you manage risk by reducing/eliminating contributing factors on the left and increasing mitigating/safety factors on the right.It is Important to dive in and do an analysis of what those particular factors are and determine Which of those things are having the greatest impact on increasing/decreasing your risk level. That must be your primary focus.It is really important to be able to use both Safety 1 and safety 2 frameworks as part of your overall risk management plan.For many organizations, particularly in college and university settings, we tend to be reactive, and we tend to focus on “find and fix the problem fast.” Then as soon as it is fixed, we go back to routine operations until the next problem arises. Safety two says we need to change that.We must define, in a positive way, what safety is and be able to continue to work towards that proactively.Both safety one and safety 2 frameworks are primarily driven by having good data.-----------------------------------------------Let’s take a look at the overall Risk Assessment and Safety Management model in the following graphic. What you see is a dynamic system. The level of risk is determined by both the number and impact of the Contributing Factors on the left, pulling the risk level higher, counterbalanced against the Mitigating Factors on the right side pulling the risk level lower. The specific Factors in both sides are determined by a Taxonomy of Causation. For example, Environment, Equipment, and People (aka Human Factors). The Risk Level can be reduced by decreasing the Contributing Factors and/or by increasing the Mitigating Factors.In specific application of the RASM Model you also need to take into account that some Factors on either side can be larger (bigger impact) or smaller (lesser impact). As part of your risk management plan, you need to identify those things that have the greatest impact and focus on them first.



Concepts

Systems 
Thinking

Safety-I Safety-II

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Systems Thinking can be seen as an OVERARCHING MODEL with Safety-I and Safety-II as FRAMEWORKS underneath the modelTranslating Safety-II Theory into Practice08/04/2021https://www.jointcommission.org/resources/news-and-multimedia/blogs/improvement-insights/2021/08/translating-safety-ii-theory-into-practice/



Safety-II 
PreventiMaps

• Safety-I = AcciMaps 
Contributing Factor Analysis of “What went wrong?”

 
• Safety-II = PreventiMaps 

Mitigating Factor Analysis of “What went right?”



Government
Government 

Policy & 
Budgeting

Title IX Legislation

Regulations & 
Associations

Regulatory 
Bodies & 

Associations

Department of 
Education Auditing 

System

College/University
Company 
Culture & 

Management
Policies & 

Procedures
Campus Education 

Programs

Supervision & 
Management

Technical & 
Operational 

Management

Instructors taught 
how to manage 

inappropriate sexual 
remarks/contact

Participants & 
Staff

Physical 
Process & 

Activity
Participants taught 
active intervention 

strategies

Work/Activity Equipment & 
Environment

Cornelissen & Trotter, 2012, Safety Science

PreventiMap: Title IX Implementation on Campus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will use Title 9 as an example of a Preventimap.There was a groundswell of understanding that there was a failure at the university level of responding to sexual assault and sexual harassment and part of Title 9 was to address those issues. We have legislation then we have the regulations and associations that manage that.In this case the Department of Education.And from that.At the university level, became policies and procedures and also campus education programs.Supervision was happening. Instructors were taught how to manage inappropriate sexual remarks and contact.Students were taught active intervention strategies, etc.This is not to say that Title 9 is a perfect solution, but it is in an attempt at a Safety 2 approach to be more proactive--to proactively build a daily operating environment that is safer. It is an attempt to say, how should we design a system that works? The implementation of Title 9 on our campuses has both Safety 1 elements – investigation and adjudication and Safety 2 elements – training for RAs, graduate students, staff, and faculty. The Safety 2 things are about what kind of campus do we want to have? If we implement these things, we will have a safer campus. That does not mean no adverse outcomes, but it can mean fewer. When we go back to the Risk Assessment and Safety Management Model, we are dynamically managing risk by addressing both sides of the risk equation—contributing factors and mitigating factors.DIRECTDISTRACTDELEGATEhttps://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10111-019-00596-x



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nina passing - March 29, 2022https://ninaroberts-sfsu.com/publications/Her optimism was reflected in the speech she gave to her classmates. "Life is like looking at a doughnut," she said. "Some see the hole, some see the doughnut." https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/name/nina-roberts-obituary?id=34247152Dr. Nina Roberts Memorial Scholarship fund at https://give.sfsu.edu/robertsRoberts, Nina .S. & Gray, Sky. (1997 – Same Year as Rasmussen). The impact of diversity issues on risk management. In J. Gookin (Ed.), Wilderness Risk Managers Conference Proceedings, October 12-14. Snowbird, UT.Culture, competency and risk:  The mystery and crossroads continues  Sky Gray, M.S., CTRS Nina S. Roberts, Ph.DWilderness Risk Managers Conference Proceedings, 2004Other work by Stuart Slay - How Cultural Perceptions Influence Risk: A New Method for Identifying Cultural Riskhttps://www.proquest.com/openview/39adb8ebf9bb04d0133b72b17856d9b1/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=44156



Behavioral 
Risks

• Physical Safety is only one dimension on 
the Risk Management spectrum

• Psychological/Emotional Safety is equally 
important and Hazards can be equally life 
threatening

• Teens committing suicide after bullying
• LGBTQIA+ individuals being assaulted or 

killed 
• Talk to your staff about where there are 

Psychological/Emotional Hazards, Assess 
the Risk Level, and establish the necessary 
guidelines, structures, protocols, and 
culture to manage the risk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We typically have looked at Incidents from a physical harm perspective (injury, illness, property damage) because they are ‘visible’ signs of adverse outcomes. The harm associated with sexual abuse, bias and hate crimes, bullying is often ‘invisible’. Anything we discuss today has to also be viewed through a D&I and Social Justice lens.October 3, 2022 An investigative report commissioned by the United States Soccer Federation found sexual misconduct, verbal abuse and emotional abuse by coaches in the National Women’s Soccer League. It also issued warning signs that girls face abuse in youth soccer as well.https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/10/03/sports/soccer/soccer-abuse-read-report.html



   



   



How to Integrate Safety-I & Safety-II?

• There is often a correlative relationship between 
Contributing Factors in Safety-I and the Mitigating 
Factors in Safety-II

• “What is wrong points the way to what should be right”
• Any Incident/Near Miss analysis you do with Safety-I 

presents a set of targets for Safety-II



Implementing Safety Culture Change

• Responsibility runs up and down the entire 
organization

• Moves away from ‘Blame Culture’
• Individuals need to be held accountable, but 
only for those things that they have control over

• Encourages incident and close call reporting
• More Data means deeper understanding



Concepts

Systems 
Thinking

Safety-I

Data

Safety-II

Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Systems Thinking can be seen as an OVERARCHING MODEL with Safety-I and Safety-II as FRAMEWORKS underneath the modelTranslating Safety-II Theory into Practice08/04/2021https://www.jointcommission.org/resources/news-and-multimedia/blogs/improvement-insights/2021/08/translating-safety-ii-theory-into-practice/



Top 3 Contributory Factors/Taxonomy
System Level Contributing Factor Contributing Factor Contributing Factor

Government Policy & 
Budgeting

Policy, legislation & 
regulation

Action omitted, failure to 
act

Judgment & decision 
making

Regulatory Bodies & 
Associations

Standards, policy & 
regulation

Communication & 
coordination

Judgment & decision 
making

Local Area Government 
planning & Budgeting, 
Company Management

Risk assessment & 
management

Qualification, 
experience, training & 
competence

Policy & procedures

Technical & Operational 
Management

Planning & preparation Compliance violations & 
unsafe acts

Personnel management & 
recruitment

Physical Processes & 
Actor Activities

Judgment & decision 
making

Compliance violations & 
unsafe acts

Qualification, 
experience, training & 
competence

Equipment & 
Surroundings

Physical & natural 
environment

Equipment, technology & 
resources

Weather & climate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Salmon 2020



Meta-analysis of AcciMap Causal Factors

Taxonomy Contributory Factors Percent

Equipment, Environment & 
Surroundings

Physical & Natural Environment Factors 32.6%

Equipment, Environment & 
Surroundings

Equipment, Technology & Resources 30.8%

Equipment, Environment & 
Surroundings

Weather & Climate 15.1%

Physical processes & Actor Activities Judgement & Decision Making 20.2%
Physical processes & Actor Activities Compliance with Procedures, Violations

& Unsafe Acts
20%

Physical processes & Actor Activities Qualification, Experience & Competence 15%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In terms of each level of the AcciMap, the most commonly identified contributory factors at the equipment, environment and surroundings level were physical and natural environment factors (554, 32.68%), equipment, technology and resources (522, 30.80%), and weather and climate (256, 15.10%).Salmon 2020



Small Group Discussion

• What System Levels are your greatest areas of risk?
• How can you proactively address those areas through 

organization-wide approaches?
• What things are In Scope?
• Share your successes and frustrations in addressing these 

questions



Hierarchical Task 
Analysis (HTA)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)https://uploadsproject.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/net-harms-dallat-salmon-and-goode.pdf Identifying risks and emergent risks across sociotechnical systems: The NETworked Hazard Analysis and Risk Management System (NET-HARMS). Clare Dallat1,2*, Paul M. Salmon1, Natassia Goode1 C:\Users\rcurt\OneDrive - Rick Curtis\Business\Risk\Incident Database\Database Design & Documentation\Taxonomies\NETHarms HTA for Trip Planning Outline.mmapC:\Users\rcurt\OneDrive - Rick Curtis\Business\Risk\Incident Database\Database Design & Documentation\Taxonomies\NETHarms HTA Trip Planning Kanban.mmapC:\Users\rcurt\OneDrive - Rick Curtis\Business\Risk\Incident Database\Database Design & Documentation\Taxonomies\NETHarms HTA for trip planning.docx



Hierarchical Task 
Analysis (HTA)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://uploadsproject.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/net-harms-dallat-salmon-and-goode.pdf Identifying risks and emergent risks across sociotechnical systems: The NETworked Hazard Analysis and Risk Management System (NET-HARMS). Clare Dallat1,2*, Paul M. Salmon1, Natassia Goode1 C:\Users\rcurt\OneDrive - Rick Curtis\Business\Risk\Incident Database\Database Design & Documentation\Taxonomies\NETHarms HTA for Trip Planning Outline.mmapC:\Users\rcurt\OneDrive - Rick Curtis\Business\Risk\Incident Database\Database Design & Documentation\Taxonomies\NETHarms HTA Trip Planning Kanban.mmapC:\Users\rcurt\OneDrive - Rick Curtis\Business\Risk\Incident Database\Database Design & Documentation\Taxonomies\NETHarms HTA for trip planning.docx
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Low                        Moderate                        High
Staff Experience Level

Paraprofessional

Professional

Some 
Judgment

Some 
Protocols 

Judgment Controls Decisions

Moderate Judgement
Higher Protocols

Higher Judgement
Moderate Protocols

Lower Judgement
Higher Protocols

Higher Judgement
Lower Protocols

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on Situational Leadership Model by Hersey & Blanchard



Key Concepts

• Systems Thinking
• Safety-I
• Taxonomy of Causation
• Building AcciMaps
• Safety-II
• Building PreventiMaps
• Scope

• Identifying In Scope vs Out of Scope
• Determining RMI for In Scope

• Collecting Incident and Close Call Data



Action Steps
• Do an AcciMap table-top exercise with your staff. Take an 
accident or near miss and analyze it 

• Use the PreventiMap approach to design a System that you 
feel will protect youth from harm (whatever that may be) and 
identify all those things that are In Scope for your institution



Action Steps
• Implement Rasmussen’s Systems Thinking approach in your 
organization for both Safety-I and Safety-II frameworks. Analyze 
adverse outcomes and near misses for the contributing factors 
that ‘led’ to the event. Analyze the mitigating factors in place 
that prevented an incident and determine how to ‘expand’ these 
factors.

• Analyze your data and determine when factors are ‘in scope’ 
allowing actionable steps to be implemented for managing risk 
or ‘out of scope’ limiting organizational response.



Final 
Thoughts

The biggest mistake 
about a mistake
is not learning from it.

Data is safety.



Resources

www.IncidentAnalytix.com/blog
staff@IncidentAnalytix.com

www.OutdoorEd.com

Copyright © 2022 Rick Curtis, Outdoor Ed LLC. All rights reserved.



Key 
Resources

• Risk Management in a Dynamic Society: A modeling 
problem – Jens Rasmussen (1997) - 
https://orbit.dtu.dk/ws/files/158016663/SAFESCI.pdf

• From Safety-I to Safety-II: A White Paper – Hollnagel E; 
Wears RL; Braithwaite J. (2015) -
https://www.england.nhs.uk/signuptosafety/wp-
content/uploads/sites/16/2015/10/safety-1-safety-2-whte-
papr.pdf

• Translating Systems Thinking Into Practice: A Guide to 
Developing Incident Reporting Systems – Goode, Salmon, 
Lenne, Finch – Available at Amazon Books

https://orbit.dtu.dk/ws/files/158016663/SAFESCI.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/signuptosafety/wp-content/uploads/sites/16/2015/10/safety-1-safety-2-whte-papr.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/signuptosafety/wp-content/uploads/sites/16/2015/10/safety-1-safety-2-whte-papr.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/signuptosafety/wp-content/uploads/sites/16/2015/10/safety-1-safety-2-whte-papr.pdf


Videos & Articles
• 1.5.5 Safety-I vs Safety-II - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WM0LVv9NrhM
• Doing Safety Differently – Sydney Dekker: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gREMV6j2A4 
• Safety-II & Safety-II – Erik Hoffnagel: https://vimeo.com/channels/1366431/89492241
• Perceiving what cannot be seen” - the practical side of Safety - II - Erik Hollnagel: 

https://vimeo.com/159498494
• A story of Safety-II – Jeffrey Braithwaite: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gauR843rRNk
• Safety Differently | The Movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moh4QN4IAPg
• Sidney Dekker — Safety Differently Lecture: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMtLS0FNDZs
• Sidney Dekker — Just Culture short course 1: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVWjgqDANWA
• The New View of Safety with Todd Conklin: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoYUQlWiRgc
• Dr. Todd Conklin speech "Risk Analysis is Fixed in Time - But Hazards Ebb and Flow: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X211fU39808

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WM0LVv9NrhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gREMV6j2A4
https://vimeo.com/channels/1366431/89492241
https://vimeo.com/159498494
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gauR843rRNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moh4QN4IAPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMtLS0FNDZs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVWjgqDANWA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoYUQlWiRgc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X211fU39808


Videos & Articles
• Guidelines for AcciMap Analysis: https://openresearch-

repository.anu.edu.au/bitstream/1885/20987/2/01_Branford_Guidelines_for_ACCIMAP_2009.pdf
• Webinar: An Introduction to “New Safety” (HOP, Safety-II, and Safety Differently): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqZVGaFIhyw
• FAA Safety Management Systems (SMS) Fundamentals: Policy: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8N0PZx5YwM
• FAA Safety Management Systems (SMS) Fundamentals: Safety Risk Management Component: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6dwxQ3oEAE
• Mangatepopo canyoning tragedy a decade on: 'I know they would be loving every minute of life’: 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12032068
• In a Flash TV Movie: https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/in-a-flash/episodes/s1-e1
• BBC NASA Challenger Disaster: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reM5fTo-6PI
• Challenger Disaster Governmental Report: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRPT-

99hrpt1016/pdf/GPO-CRPT-99hrpt1016.pdf
• A Review of Accident Modelling Approaches for Complex Critical Sociotechnical Systems: 

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/A-Review-of-Accident-Modelling-Approaches-for-
Qureshi/c3a597212068c27be45d84dec76e86baabd4cf90

https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/bitstream/1885/20987/2/01_Branford_Guidelines_for_ACCIMAP_2009.pdf
https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/bitstream/1885/20987/2/01_Branford_Guidelines_for_ACCIMAP_2009.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqZVGaFIhyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8N0PZx5YwM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6dwxQ3oEAE
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12032068
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/in-a-flash/episodes/s1-e1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reM5fTo-6PI
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRPT-99hrpt1016/pdf/GPO-CRPT-99hrpt1016.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRPT-99hrpt1016/pdf/GPO-CRPT-99hrpt1016.pdf
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/A-Review-of-Accident-Modelling-Approaches-for-Qureshi/c3a597212068c27be45d84dec76e86baabd4cf90
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/A-Review-of-Accident-Modelling-Approaches-for-Qureshi/c3a597212068c27be45d84dec76e86baabd4cf90
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